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About This Game

Features

 5,000 unlockable achievements

 Lowest price possible

 Future trading cards

Gameplay

Test your platforming finesse throughout 12 levels. The longer you last, the more levels you'll unlock.
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Arrow keys to move. Hold Shift to sprint, and press Space to shift platforms (starting on level 7).
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Boring gameplay with not much to do.. Honestly, I don't really recommend this.

The game looks cool, and has pretty decent concepts in theory. You start with a 4 hour single player campaign that is based
around breaking out of single-player and going into multiplayer; It's weird and breaks the fourth wall a lot. You have to do 4
hours of work just to find out a single command to leave the single-player mode. (and) it's cool initially but isn't very
memorable. Nothing is intuitive and the game is almost impossible to play without joining the discord advertised in game. If you
don't have discord and\/or you don't plan on frequently switching between the game and discord, then don't buy this game.

In multiplayer breaking into npc accounts for money is tedious and is more about solving riddles and doing trial and error than
hacking if that makes sense. There are missions to do like there were in the vLan (single-player) but usually you only need one
mission and you can farm it all day for money and it resets daily. There is zero point in hacking npcs yourself after like the first
2 you do because it's the same thing over and over. There are player created scripts that will solve the npcs for you and get you
the money instantly by essentially brute forcing every option. Almost every single npc in the game regardless of its tier can be
cracked using a player created script. Getting lists of npcs to crack is pretty easy and mainly consists of looking for hints in big
blocks of text.

Unless for some reason you are really big into javascript and plan on automating literally everything then there isn't much to do
besides grinding for money. Even if, making your own javascript is a waste of time. 5 people have already made the script
you've made and it's faster and better than yours will ever be.

Personally for me I don't really think it was a waste of money because I've gotten about an hour of playtime per dollar I've spent
which is good enough for me. I'll probably still play this more but it's becoming more of a chore than anything.. UPDATE
2/2/2019: CHANGED TO RECOMMEND: The latest patch fixes enough problems and balances the game enough to
recommend it now. It's always been very enjoyable to play and it will certainly receive further refinement from here.

-----

ORIGINAL REVIEW:

Recommend if you like playing through a post release beta test of game balance.

Do not recommend if you don't.

Wait for a sale about 30 patches from now if you want the game balanced and "finished".

PS: I'm a massive fan of TDs and DW1.

Edit: I gave it 40 hours but I quit until this game is finished. It's just not fun in its current form. Pure chaos at times, pure
maddening annoyance at others, I'm sick of destroying and upgrading items more than playing, and then dealing with horrible
balance when I actually am playing. Beta test next time guys or I'm not buying at launch.

edit2: The developer has been AWOL for most of 2018 but they say they're going to fix the game soon. I believe them, but I
still do not recommend the game in the current state that it is in. For me, it remains uninstalled, and DW1 was one of my
favourite tower defense games of all time..... How do i redeem it i cant find the cd key i pressed cd keys NOTHIN. This is one
really fun off-road racer. Solid physics, quite many cars from buggies to monster trucks and visuals that I didn´t expect at first.
The dust, ice, mud and water effects look great. The light effects make every jump look like your new wallpaper.

The game is fully compatible with the Xbox 360 controller and i would imagine also with some steeringwheels or other
gamepads. Can´t tell how good it works with the keyboard but I´m almost certain that it works fine.

If you like the Motorstorm series or always wanted agame like motorstorm without buying a PS3, Insane 2 is for you.. There is
an AI locomotive blocking the way on the one scenerio I have tried so far. According to some of the reviews, you have to nudge
it out of the way. Unacceptable. Apparently the rest may be quite buggy as well, which is ridiculous for PAID content!. What an
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engine what an engine: This engine is brillant fantastic and all of the good words in the word aren't enough. Fantstic features and
brillant rolling stock. Some decent amount of hours will be brillant with this beast.
Two small faults that have been found is that the chuff sounds could be a little louder and the tender textures need some slight
modifcations but all in all a 100000000000000000\/10 for this loco. Chicken Invaders <3

THX InterAction studios. The black sheep of the series. From the original game being a 3D collect-a-thon in sprawling levels; to
a full open world in the second. Ty 3 mixes up the formula and becomes a linear action-based platformer. While many fans have
expressed their distaste for this change in direction, I must admit that Night of the Quinkan fixes many of the problems I
originally had with Bush Rescue:

Collectables are toned down and due to the new boomerangs, each has a purpose. You now collect elemental stones that can be
mixed and matched all with their own unique effects. These are then placed into several styles of boomerangs to create even
more combinations to mess around with. This adds depth to the otherwise lacklustre combat system. Even the arbitrary items
can require some interesting combinations to solve each puzzle.

Level design, thanks to the heavier focus on linearity is also a bit better. It's not leaps and bounds above the previous entries but
focused at the very least. The graphical quality and the soundtrack are also great for a game of this age.

Unfortunately, Ty 3 still suffers from a few of the same issues as Ty 2. The vehicle missions are poorly executed and there's
even more of them. It's clear the developers wanted to focus on these segments rather than continue their work on a platformer.
Which becomes most evident in promotional material within the game relating to a would-be Ty 4 based entirely on these levels.
It's a shame considering how much better the series could have been by focusing on its core gameplay rather than attempting to
become something it wasn't.

The reason other platforming mascots like Mario or Sonic can get away with Cart racing or other drastic changes to gameplay, is
due to them being separate entries; with enough time and care to become their own fully realized titles. TY 3: Night of the
Quinkan reveals what being overzealous can lead towards. It\u2019s a reasonable game with some great ideas and much needed
improvements. But tries far too hard and ends up worse because of it.. Very cute, fun\/relaxing game! Always exciting picking a
word and seeing what that seed will grow into. I can't wait to see how the game evolves with future updates :)
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The kind of game you play for 15 min while falling asleep everynight....great game NO GRAPHIC SETTINGS IN MENU!!!. I
can't play this game. It crashes during the opening Loading screen every time I try to play it.. Casual players may rage but i think
the challenge is enjoyable. This is a fantastic roguelike - or should I say rogue-lite? Gold coins are carried over between games,
but other than that this game has permadeath. In my book that means it's a roguelike. The entire game is beautifully polished
and feels very smooth to play. One thing I should note is that I was one-hitted on full health, without the game even telling me
what did it. Tastes kinda sour after spending 45 minutes on a run.. This is not a finished game, the dev may say so but this feels
poorly made, like it should be on a mobile device from 2012. I can't recommed this.. Single-player MMORPG is the work of
the devil.
This is just my opinion and all but in many cases the MMO aspect is the sole-redeeming quality of these RPGs. When you're
bogged down in worthless quests grinding for animal skins so you can afford a purple bowtie instead of settling for a green one,
at least you should have a few people to shoot the **** with. With Numen however you're all by your miserable lonesome.

There are zero compelling aspects to Numen. The story is pap, the combat is awful, there's no sense of exploration or even a
shred of creative design. It's like a series of templates messily slapped together. How much did I pay for this game? Probably
less than a dollar. Was it worth it? Well I lost 1.3 hours of my life....no it's not worth it at all.. Feels like WoW but lacks a run-
from-localhost single player without considerable efforts. When the game company decides to go under there will be no way to
play this game officially.. Not what I expected from a Painkiller game. I loved the Black edition, but this is just not good.
Extremely long load times, like I thought it had crashed since it was taking so long. Its not evident where to go which is
annoying. Bugs. Didn't keep my saves properly causing me to have to replay parts. Skip this one and move on.
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